
Space telecommunication companies already help us use and service our satellites, but why don’t more businesses provide tourist opportunities in space, or mine asteroids? This article lays out the barriers to affordable transportation, the cost of entry, and the high risk factors to doing business in space.


Science writer Piers Bizony gives fast facts on the hard science, technology and major business players in commercial space travel, including quirky theoretical scenarios involving your very own space ship.


A summary of what private companies are attempting to do for profit in space, and the ambiguities in international agreements that make it difficult for the U.S. government to determine what is and isn’t allowed while still adhering to international law.

The Economist provides a brief outline of the restrictions on countries owning property in space, and rules for private enterprise in space.


Business and economics correspondent Jeff Spross discusses his viewpoint on the legal and regulatory problems presented by advances in space exploration and privatization, drawing connections between corporate interests in space resources in the twenty-first century to US national interest in westward expansion in the nineteenth century.

WATCH


A pair of expert lawyers on international and space law discuss who owns (and can use) debris found in space, how often things reenter the atmosphere unharmed, what damage debris can do, and who is responsible.

LISTEN


What kinds of laws apply in space? Will space become an arena for commercial greed, colonization and exploitation? Two lawyers theorize the possible future of property law and international law in space.
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